FORTY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
naturally could not make head or tail of the figures of which
the whole message consisted. One I saw came from Cape
Chelyuskin; it had been sent off at 7 a.m. that morning
and read :
355 @@48l°9 203°9 1475°9@6°2 °0011 55°°93@@@4.
She decoded it for me as follows: There is a strong fog
here this morning.    We  cannot see the clouds and are
therefore unable to report on their condition.    The visi-
bility is nil, the height of the clouds as well as their quality
is  unknown  to  us.    There  is  a  north-easterly  wind of
strength No. 3.    Between our last telegram and now the
weather was generally fine.    The air pressure is 147, the
temperature of the sea minus zero centigrades, the relative
moisture  90  per  cent,  the height  of the highest cloud
unknown for reasons given.   There was no precipitation, the
sea is calm, we can see fifty yards, not further, the soil is
humid and cold, there is a certain amount of snow in the
moulds, the temperature of the soil is minus five centi-
grades, the snow not general, its height therefore of no
importance.    The maximal wind strength is as we said
three.    As to the height of the sea we cannot supply any
data.    The difference between air and water temperature
is half a degree.   The air is warmer.
If they had a code like that for all subjects I suppose
they could telegraph the whole of Marx's 'Capital' in a
fifty-units message. The Dicksonians do not only pick up "
the weather reports from Russian stations but also from
foreign observatories. On the morning of September ist they
surprised me at breakfast by telling me that we had the same
temperature as London, with the only difference that it
was raining in the south of England whereas we had
brilliant sunshine for the moment. The weather changes
rapidly during the Arctic summer. Fog is the worst
enemy.
Apart from the daily weather observations, which supply
valuable data for general investigation of Arctic cycles and
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(left) the stratosphere above the arctic is
WARMER   THAN   ABOVE   SUBTROPICAL   ASIA

